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MAXIMUM RESULTS WITH MINIMUM EFFORT

® 

By Mabel Katz

Mabel Katz presents 
Zero Frequency® -Ge�ng to Zero 

A seminar for individuals who are ready to start living at Zero Frequency® 
-- with intuition, inspiration, clarity, and peace .

Zero Frequency®  is a magnificient state of awareness. it allows you to funcion with a 
purity of mind, free of past nega�ve programming, unaffected enviroment. It is a place 
of inspira�on where intui�on becomes a reliable resource. At Zero you are, so you feel 
content, complete, and happy. You Know you can overcome the challenges of the world. 
You know no one can stop you. You become certain again that everything is possible.

Zero Frequency®  is your natural condi�on. Great ar�sts and top performing athletes 
experience Zero Frequency® much of the �me. They call it “being in the zone;” that place 
of peak performance where the mind is s�ll and �me seems to stop. They don’t reach 
that state by accident; they train themselves to access it at every possible moment, ever 
striving to reach and stay in that magical place.

Most of us are rarely present. We are con�nually recycling memories of the past and 
worrying about the future. However, this was not always the case. We started life at the 
place of Zero Frequency® and then “learned” our way out of it. We were programmed by 
well-meaning parents, teachers, and society at large to accept limita�ons on what we 
could accomplish. 

The good news is that we can learn to let go and get back to the state of pure awareness 
like those athletes and as we were as children. We can become more aware, in balance 
and conscious of the limitless possibili�es that come from the source of all inspira�on. 
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Zero Frequency® – It’s no Secret 
A few years ago, the film The Secret brought the Law of A�rac�on to public awareness. 
This universal law is based on the belief that we create our own reality, that like a�racts 

like. The methods used to reach the state of Zero Frequency® have li�le in common with 
those tools used in the Law of A�rac�on, such as posi�ve thinking and visualiza�on. The 
Law of A�rac�on deals only with the small percentage of thoughts and emo�ons we 
process in our conscious minds. It addresses the part of us that believes it is in control, 
that thinks it knows what is right, so, it gives orders, trea�ng the universe as a concierge 
service, telling it what to bring, how much, and when. 

The path of Zero Frequency® goes much deeper, cleaning and eradica�ng the insidious 
nega�ve memories and programs playing in our subconscious minds, allowing the voice 
of the universe to be heard within us with its limitless guidance.  

Living Life at Zero
At Zero your life will be transformed, and you will find the courage to follow your 
dreams. You will let go of your nega�ve programming and trust yourself, living your life 
with renewed passion, faith and commitment, walking your path with gra�tude.  

Zero Frequency® is a state of awareness where inspira�on shows up. Perfect ideas and 
solu�ons flow effortlessly. Solu�ons to challenges at work, in rela�onships, in every 
aspect of your life appear because you no longer block them. It is the place where 
authen�city and crea�vity live, where magic really happens – because you know it can.  
 
Are you ready to find out what your life can be like at Zero?  
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What Is Zero Frequency®?
The work Mabel Katz does is based on the unique concept of Zero Frequency®. It involves 
accesing a state of awareness whter confusion and limi�ng beliefs and behaviors simply 
are not present. It is a natural state, and is; in fact the state we are in as young children, 
before we acquire “knowlodge” that tells us what we can´t do.

Reaching Zero Frequency®, we are able to see situa�ons much more clearly and make 
effec�ve choices that become immediately apparent once the sta�c of the mind stops. 
We experience intui�on and inspira�on and become much more crea�ve at solving 
previously insurmountable challenges, at work and in personal life. 
 
As Mabel puts it, “When we are at Zero, we are our authentic selves, able to access our 
true talents and natural gifts, happy and at peace. We are in the flow, whatever is right 
and perfect for us coming to us easily and effortlessly.”
 
With prac�ce, Zero Frequency® can be reached quickly and easily, and regardless of 
situa�ons around us. It is accessible in the face of apparent crises at work, upset co-
workers or superiors, or difficul�es with family or friends. With heightened clarity, 
excellent solu�ons are more easily perceived and achieved, worker rela�onships 
improve, and tasks are accomplished more quickly with greater efficiency. Confidence 
increases based on this enhanced clarity and improvement in work performance. 
 
Like children, great ar�sts and athletes frequently experience the state of Zero 
Frequency®. They call it “being in the zone;” that place of peak performance where the 
mind is s�ll and �me seems to stop. They train themselves to access this state, striving to 
reach and stay in that awareness. When we can learn to let go and get back to the state 
of pure awareness, like those athletes, we find we become more aware, conscious, and 
in balance, in tune with the limitless possibili�es that come from the newly accessible 
source of all inspira�on, instead of our old memories and programs. 
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Science tells us that we are only conscious and aware of a mere sixteen bits of 
informa�on per second, while our minds are producing eleven million. These thoughts 
and data are playing in our minds constantly, however we are unaware of them because 
they exist in our subconscious.  
 
Zero Frequency® works on the eleven million thoughts buzzing around in the deepest 
part of our minds  that cause the sta�c and uncertainty.  
 
Zero Frequency® is about listening to our inner voice as it solves problems through 
inspira�on instead of our programming; those memories that created our problems in 
the first place. The heart of the process is problem solving through gra�tude and 
forgiveness. When we respond with gra�tude to those things that have caused difficulty 
in our lives, asking with pure intent to clean and erase those programs, we reach the 
state of Zero Frequency®. At that point, for reasons that science is s�ll trying to 
understand, the challenging problems seem to self solve and go away.   
 
Mabel Katz has assisted tens of thousands worldwide in reaching Zero Frequency® and 
applying it  at work and in their personal lives. She is available for keynotes, talks and 
Zero Frequency® workshops geared to the needs of your organiza�on. The enclosed 
materials describe these in detail. 
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Tes�monials
 
“Thank you so much for sharing your experiences and knowloedge regarding the Zero 
Frequency® Program. Our personnel was pleasantly surprised with how something so 
simple - or at least that’s how you conveyed it - can be so poweful and have the ability to 
transform us and, therefore, offer our university a greater probability of development.

Going back to zero, and letting go of a negative emotions and habits can open up a new 
world. It’s like starting over from a new platform, where we are able to keep all of your 
knowlefge and abilities, but eliminae all of our self imposed limits.

Continue teaching. Many of us will thank you for it. With no further ado, I wish to 
reiterate my deep respect and gratitude.” 

- Higinio González Calderón, Dean of UANE University.

“The conference imparted an excellent philosophy wich will allow us to implement 
important changes in ourselves and in our eviroment”. 

- Jorge Alanís Villareal, General Director of Colegio Americano.

“The series was extremely insighful and helpful. Mabel was very gracious in sharing
her wisdom and I learned a lot. I encourage anyone thinking of taking a seminar with 
Mabel  to go for it. You won’tbe dissapointed! “

- Thomas, USA

“I’m more playful & happy as I practice letting go! The more I give thanks, the quicker 
inspiration comes, which always leads me to exciting & rewarding experiences.”

- Gloria, USA

“Thank you for another beautiful class. I felt very much in tune with you and was able to 
perceive how you put your heart and soul into your teachings.

You are here with us, yet many light years ahead of us, so willing to impart your
knowledge so lovingly. Again GRACIAS!”

- Hilda, USA
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About Dame Mabel Katz
Dame Mabel Katz is an internationally acclaimed author,
speaker, world peace ambassador and leading authority on
Ho’oponopono, the ancient Hawaiian art of problem-solving, 
which has evolved into her own philosophy of Zero Frequency®, 
a state where we are free of restrictive memories and limiting 
self-talk.

Combining her unique blend of spirituality with real world 
solutions, Mabel has crafted a series of inspiring keynotes, talks, 
and seminars for businesses, organizations, and individuals who 
are seeking to realize their full potential at work and in life. 

 

Mabel has also been honored as a Peace Ambassador for her world-peace initiative, Peace 
begins with ME, Peace Within is World Peace, which was launched at the United Nations. 
Recognizing her humanitarian efforts and outstanding work in support of children and 
world peace, Mabel was bestowed both the Milenious de Paz Peace Flag award and a 
Knighthood from the Order of the Knights Hospitaller. On January 1, 2015 she was also 
awarded the prestigious Public Peace Prize.

In addition to having produced a daily radio and TV program, writing five books, translated 
in 21 languages, and sharing her much in demand workshops with global audiences, 
Mabel has now expanded her peace work to teaching children, including special needs 
children and their parents, as well as men and women currently in prison. 

Mabel travels the world, devoting her life to one simple mission: helping others find The 
Easiest Way to Happiness, Love, and Peace.

Mabel is available for keynotes, talks and seminars for executives, managers, employees,
individuals and children. 
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